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--For Inter-Class Base-ball
Spaulding's Base-ball Goods and Class Pennants.
Also complete line of Pins, Flags and Pillow
Tops for various organizations in College.
·
·
Senior•, do you need any Engraved Cards? Our price. on
these will interest you.

DAVIDSON & WHEAT, Mar.shall College.
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STORAGE COMPANY,
CABS
BAGGAGE DAY AND NIGHT.
JUST PHONB
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FROST
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Shoes

AT

GARRED'S

Swell Shoe Store.
H. J. HOMRICH,
Fine Watches,

Diamonds, Jewelry,
and Silverware

Cut Glass

The L argest, finest and :Most Complete Stock in the City.
Prices Right.

909 Third Ave.

.

HUNTINGTON, W . VA.
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SPRING SHOPPING ii
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Wo_uld be incomplete without

a look at our

ing in the new styles for Spr1ng wear.

superb show-

We carry everything

in women's wear (except shoes) and our s howing is unsurpassed for both beauty and good values .
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nillinery, Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists,

I

Dress Goods, Silks, Wash Fabrics,

I

Hosiery, Underwear, Etc.

i
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rn fact everythin.g that you may need , for the Spring
,season will be furnished at the r ig ht kind of prices and particularly good q ualit y.

II

We extend a cordia l invitation to you to visit us while
ij . the store is decked in new Spring attire and look over our
~
magnificent showing.
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;! The Anderson-Newcomb Co.
Huntington, W . Vo.
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Miss M. E. Stotte.
E xclusive Styles in M illinery. U p - to-Date
Neck-Wear and Art Goods.
014 5th Avenue

i

Huntington, W. Va.
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S pecialty of

PINE HEATING,
Plumbing and Electrical Work.
S. A· SPANGENBERG,
DEALER IN HUYLER ' S AND LOWNEY'S CANDIES
ICE CREAM AND ICE CREAM SODAS T HE YEAR ROUND
921 THIRD AVENUE ·

DR. T . -W. MOORE,
1048 T hird A venue

Prac tice Limited lo
EYE, EAR,NOSE AND THROAT
HOURS: 9to 122to 5
~UNDA Y S-- 10 t o l1

HUNTIHG TON, W . V A.
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Furniture and Carpets
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Shades, Linoleums, Oil Cloth,

1

And everything to be found in a

First Class Furniture & Carpet House
SOME GOODS
Par ticularly those at low prices, are made to look well
for a time but principally to sell .
The goods we are offering at the same low prices are
made to WEAR, otherwise we wouldn't sell them at any
price.
Economy is a great revenue. Whether you intend
spending little or much, you' ll find your dollar has a very
large purchasing power.
Varied opportunities to economize wisely and effectively will make your call here a pleasant one.
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Undertaking a. Specialty.
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I 922-924 Fourth Ave. Hotel Frederick Bldg. I
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THE PARTHENON
No.6

MARCH, 1907.

VOL.. VI.

All coutributlons and changes in advertisements should be repQr ted before the tenth of the
mont!J . Subscrtptiou Fifty Cents.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF;
L. J. CORllLY,
·Principal Marshall College

TALMAGE DAVlS, ('07)

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:
BERTHA RODES ('07),

EUNICE RIGGS
Class of 1908

Young Women's Christian A~soclation,
R. C. SPANOT,Ell ('08) ,

Young Me n's Christian Association
OLLIE MAE FOSTER, '07

Zeta Rho Epsilon
C. C. MILLEII ('08)
Erosophian Socie t,y

\,Ve' 11 all travel on students' rates
now, and get through a year' s
schooling more cheaply than heretofore.

In a previous issue of the Parthenon some reference was made to
that "always-in-the ·way" fellow
whose ever y word_ and act savors
of the " I · object" nature. · In an
early future issue we hope to look
in upon the ''I have beard so;" or
the "they say" fellow, . who is
equally a stumbling-stone to all

Virginian Soc iety
CBART,0TTE W ADB
Class of UlO'i

CORJILY,
Class of 1909

Ell'll'TE

OLLrn Fos~·im ('07)

College Hall
GRACE HOLSWADE,
Class l!HO.
BUSINESS MANAGER
L. l\{. HACKNEY,
I

reasonable and fair minded persons.
What a large part.of the th:mghts
and conversations, therefore the
lives and characters, of many,
MANY persons are made up of " I
have heard so, " or "they say so"
material! Oonseq uently, what a large
part of the human family's minds
and feelings are the products of
report, but little of which is wholly
trustworthy! We speak especially
of everyday affairs in the social,
moral, and political realm.
If
most of us could but know bow

.r
•
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deep and extensive is the admixture 1of the false with the true in
our opinions and estimates of
others, how pervasive and persistent is the element of the fal?e in
our empirical knowl~dge, we could
not but appreciate as never before
the beauty of that scriptural characterization of the Infinite One,
"I am the Truth and the Life."
The nearer we approach the
truth in any and all things, the
more diligently we apply the scriptural injunction, "prove all things,"
the more nearly we approach unto
the divine life, the better all other
persons become, the more humau
as well.as the more divine we ourselves become, because the IJJOre
true to our natures- the divine
humanized.
The young man that chews tobacco is quite unfortunate enotfgb,
without degrading himself and
every one who f~llows in his wake,
by filthily marking his pathway
with the vile and loathesome reminders of "spittoons needed."
The young girl or the young
lady · ( ?) that ' 'rubs snuff" or
smokes a cigarette, in this country,
has lowered herself so striously in
the minds of all right-thinking
young gentlemen that , no matter
what her good an<l attractive quali, ties may be, either of these two
vulgar habits casts a shadow over

her entire being, so dark that the
real sunlight of refined ladyhood
is bedimmed for all time for her.
It is our candid opinion 'that if
the Bible were made a text book
in English, in history, in ethics, in
Hebrew, in Greek, in Latin, in
German, in literature, in sociology,
.and in some other lines, quite universally, in our schools, not only
would its sacredness as the book of
books in theology be unimpaired,
but its value as a guide to human
action and human thought would
be inconceivably great and qur
scientific knowledge of the subjects
named above would be improved in
a degree quite incomprehensible to
us now.
It has occurred to us, ever since
our first inquiry into the subject,
that the everage man's vocabulary
is much larger than is usually
rated; hence the article on this subject which recen•ly appeared in one
of our scientific' journals has been
read with special interest. The
estimates made therein, derived
from practical experiments in
graded schools, high schools, normal schools, and in Bryn Mawr,
Smith, Columbia, Brown, and Pratt
Institute, after exammmg 2000'
cases, area's follows :
Public Schools: Grade II., 4,480.
Grade Ill., 6,620. Grade IV.,
7,020. Gracie V ., 7,860 . Grade
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men's clotl!ing passed the amount
spent in making men's clothing
last year for the first time. In that
state 75,000 women live by m~king
clothing for their own sex, and
53,000 by making men's clothing. ·
New York state makes serentenths of all women's clothing
made in 'the United States, and
The following from our brother nearly 97 per cent. .of all men's
Clyde in Montana, indicates a collars and cuffs.
horrible experience:
"Narrow
Truly it costs something to be
escape from death in a raiiroad ''decent' ' now-a-days,• and by the
wreck last Friday night.
Two time a man keeps a family of five
killed and nine injured. Received or six in food and clothing he deno serious IDJUry.
Helped for serves to rank among the real
three hours to release the injured heroes of the world, unless he be
(rom the wreck and care for them. of those who may be classed among
Two firemen burned up. It was the "moneyed."
terrible."
In all seriousness, it has been
It is to be hoped that the recent one of the economic wonders of the
newspaper and magazine discus- world to us, why some men on
sions relating to the enormous sm.all salaries, some by day's work
total of railroad fatalities in this at comparatively low wages, suecountry may bear abundant reward ceeded in keeping themselves, their
to the endangered traveler, al- wives and children and homes in
!hough it take a few hours or even respectable flight.
Talk about
a day or two longer to go from one · economy! Who knows what it
side of this continent to the other. means as do the father and the
mother who clothe and feed and
In the state of New York alone school several children, keep all
the amount of money. spent last comfortable and presentable and
year in making men's and women's respectable and happy, on-what
clothing was $340,000,000 or with- many a man or woman alone thipks
in 25 millions of as much as all the utterly ina,dequate to keep one
steel works and rolling mills of person 'Yt!ll. We never go into
Pennsylvania turned out in · the suc!i homes, look upon such pa'rents, or consider the remarkable
iron industry.
The total spent for making wo- "how" of such a situation without ·

VI., 8,700. Grade VII., 10,660.
Grade VIII., 12,000. Grade IX.,
13,400 First year high school,
15,640. 2nd year, 16.020. 3rd
year, 17,600. 4th year, 18,720.
Normai School students, average,
19,000.
College students, average, 20,120.
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feeling a deeper sense of respect
for the father and the mother who
can "make ends meet" where the
average theorist would utterly fail
on thric.'e the amount .
We may talk, too, about selfdenial and self-sacrifice. Go into
such homes as we have mentioned
and learn the A. B. O.'s of selfdenial,-and be ashamed of your
own claims to self-sacrifice.
And this leads us to touch upon
the forbidden subject of "racesuicide" so much flaunted in the
faces and drummed into the ears of
the small-family or no-family in
the way of children home-keepers
of the world . To us it is utterly
incomprehensible how ]Jusbands
and wives can be pl}blicly or privately criticised for things of this
nature and this degree of personal
privacy and personal delicacy, save
alone on the strained ethical principle that for every single offspring
short_ of the maximum number
that can be born to a mother within
the period of her productive uxorial
life, both fat.h er and mother become
part1ceps criminis to a form of
"murder" in that a "possible"
human being has been denied exis. tence in this world. But this principle carried to its logical conclusion would criminate e"ery man
physically capable of paternal responsibility regardless of the limits
to which such assumption of re-

sponsibility might be carried,
whether within the bounds of the
legitimate or outside them, unless,
of course, the moralist could insist
with authority that such parental ·
obligation outside legitimate spheres
would be met and offset by the
effect such indiscrimi-nacy would
entail on the d~mestic relation.
Then the question would be limited
in its application to the proposition
first stated, which at once reduces
matrimony to the denomination of
animality.
Perhaps the army basis is hatl
in view when public men talk of
race-suicide, as is the case in Germany where the "large family"
question has been favorably con:
siderecl till it is becoming an embarrassing economic
question.
France, who has met th~ question
in a sensible way may have suffered by it in the Franco-Prussian
war, but she has gained by it in
practically every other way. ,
We suppose that if~ new continent were discovered these "racesuicide" agitators could not rest
till every member of the more virile
sex had contributed his maximum
toward populating the new country
to its maxi'mum capacity.
It seems to escape the notice of
the race-stiicidists on the other side
of the Atlantic, that their doctrine
is driving millions of their own
people to countries where less
crowded conditions make life toler -
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able to them. Perhaps they deem
it a favor to us to populate our
country.
In our own humble
opinion we could, to our very great
advantage get on without about
three-fourths of those landing at
our immigration ports, and we see
no crying need of calling for any,
save as a matter of humanity-to
better men's conditions in the
world.
We have not the least sympathy
with the theory that our material
development needs to be rushed beyond what our population can take
care of; on the contrary why should
we rush it and crowd our country
with people just because we want
it crowded? The natural growth
of our population will crowd our
country soon enough without agitating the race-suicide question;
and we know of no reasonable man
who would object to having the
luxury of immense forests, forest
reserves, undisturbed mountain
vastness, long rivers lined in parts
of their courses with primeval surroundings that an abundance
of pure water would always, be
available to all, with proper engineering, and other features that
would contribute to the improvement of our climate and outdoor
life.
But they say the poorer "stock"
of our people-if we may borrow a
common but suggestive word,particularly the lower grade of, our

9

foreign element are contributing
the lion's share toward our future
generations, and that even the
better classes of our foreign element are continuing their practice
of the "big family" theory after
coming to America, hence our
native American stock is rapidly
sinking into an alarming minority
which will practically annihilate
the typical features as well as the
blood of the race in due time. So
long as Americ~n ideals and American sentiments prevail · uninterrupted, and induct the foreigner
into our habits of civic and ethic:il
thought as quickl y and as thor- ·
oughl.Y, as they always have, there
seems little difference to us just
what the future admixtu;e of races
may be, ~eeling as we do, that this
admixture will never go beyond
the natural,-what is best for the
dominant race. But even if there
should be danger along this line,
does the situation seem so grave
that the cry should go forth to
every native American: . "Lower
grade and higher grade peoples
from other countries are multiplying at a rate greatly in excess of
that of the native American, in
our own country. Let every American see to it that we keep just as
little behind as impossible in trying
to offset this dangerous tendency,
by meeting them on ' their own
grounds."
It all may have a serious side;

10
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we suppose it has, or so many serious people would not join in the
cry ; but only the ludicrous, at
least the humorous phases of it
appeal to us. .
Better no family at all than one
that adds nothing but numbers to
our population, whether it' be
American or what.
Better ·a small famil y properly
fed, reared, ecl uc~ted , and cnltivatcd than a large one imperfectly
cared for; better for th e family itself as a family, better for every
individual of the fam(ly, and bet-ter for society. s tate, race and nation.
Instead of interfering with the
delicate and purely priva te affairs
of the American home , regulate
this thing of "child traffic" amongthe criminal, the diseased , and the
irresponsible, (for little less is it
than "trafficking" in either human
lives or human souls), and the race,
if left to the intelligently respons ible, will not soon s uicide.

side insisted that the public had a
right to hear it, that the shockingly obscene s ugges ti on that essentially res ulted in commoner miuds
and in more or Jess degraded huma nity from reading much of the
testimony was more than offset
by the · tendency the revolting
nature of the facts recited had toward deterring other young girls
from stepping into like situations
with Mrs. Thaw, ( a mere child she
yet seems), and by the addifional
tendency to serve as a deterrent to
all men and women who do their
horrid deeds " under cover " of iufluence, money, class, social distinction and other forms of conceal~ ent than those of the ordinary
criminal, seeing that at least now
and then " the truth will out."
The o ther side insisted that the
shocking .details of the case could
not but have a degrading effect,
not only upon th e evil or easy
minded, but upon all classes of
men and women, and that such
effect more than offset any possible
Whether the testimony in the good that could come to the inno' ·Thaw case" shonld be published cent girl or to the evilly inclined in
in enough of detail for the public the form of a deterrent.
So far as the question of the
to grasp at least the leading facts,
has been rather full y discussed, public's having a "right" to know
pro and con, in the correspond- the facts in the case, is concerned,
ents' and editorial columns of our that pepeuds upon what is meant
newspapers and magazines of late, by the " public" in this case, and
with the preponderance of oµinion upon what the question of " right"
as expressed therein, by both men in th e particular case binges. If,
and women, in favor of it. One by the "public," in this case, the
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whole.people is meant, it can readily be answered that the entire
public ca11 claim no such rights at
the hands of any individual, combination of individuals, or puhlication. Neither under the civil
nor under· the moral code can any
such right be exacted of the individual, nor can any ,newspaper
or magazine legitimately claim
that the public has a "rig-ht" to
exact the publication of c:1.ny fact
or facts which its own sense of
right, decency, or honor negatives,
or questions, even. The ''right"
of the public in the case is really a
matter of the publisher's judgment
in the matter, and so this excusf:
of the public's "right"_ is a mere
subterfuge for the publi-,her.
As to the deterrent effects on
young girls, that may have some
foundation in theory, but very little
in fact, we fear, save alone to have
such things n~ote carefully concealed in their own escapades. It
is matter of serious question
whether, in the case of young girls,
their entire safety does not depend
upon their ancestry, their training,
parental discipline, a::id maternal
protection such as was seemingly
utterly ignored in the case of the
unfortunate girl involved in the
Thaw trial, and upon the character
of the men they are permitted to
associate with, and not, save in a
very slight degree, upon deterrents
in the form of others' experiences,

11

when they know only too well that
where one exposure. occurs, one
thousand, · tens of thousands, go
uncovered to the public.
Besides,
deterrents in moral training wield
about as wholesome influence over
the youthful mind as the severer
theories of Satan and of Hell wield
over the religious inclinations of
youth. Moral training by means
of deterrents of these more terrible
kinds -has long since proven unpedagogical in education, save upon the already degraded or abnormal, and Wf" believe more or less
untheological when applied to
evangelical work.
We take little
stock in the deterrent argument,
even for the innocent girl; and as
for the application of this argument to the social criminal in high
places, to us it seems,sheer nonsense
when used as an argument for
justifying the publication of the
revolting details of such cases as
the one under consideration.
On the other hand there can be
much said against familiarizing
youth through the public press
wit;h the hideous, and often horrifying, details of rapine, scandal,
moral obliquity, and murder. We
candidly believe the public press
a far better medium than books,
pamphlets, etc., which are secretly
purchased or borrowed, through
which immortality is introduced
to young minds. There is something in human nature · tliat makes

12
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secret knowledge of things forbidden very much worse to the young
reader-and .to the more mat ure
one-than when t_he s~me facts
co~es thro~g_h media whtc~ assu~e
their ?~bltc1ty.
What ts this
someth111g? Ask Eve, then ask
Adam, then every man and wom'in
born since, and not one can tell,
bttt will admit that it is true. Pope's
"Vice is a monster of so hideous mien,
That to be hated needs uut to be seen,
But seen too oft, familiar with its face,
We first pity, then endure, then embracEj."

is as true today as it was in the infancy of the race, and is a solid
argument against indiscriminate
publicity of evil in any form.
The only safe channel t_µrough
which such things can come to
tender minds is through the guarded but plain language of the
mother with a mother's-a refll
mother's-expression of its enormity written in every feature of
her tace and her life. From any
other source we do believe it pois, onous, dangerous, degrading.
Another phase of newspaper publicity of such things lies in the 'fact
that because of the cheapness of
literature in this form practically
alf phases of human life, down to
the lowest human animal, get hold
of it, read it or have it read to
them, and here it is that it serves
simply as fuel to the fire that already smoulders deep and danger-

ous, and some innocent girlmany of them- become victim~ a~
a result . What of deterrence is
there, pray, to the human devils
·who scour our city streets and
alleys, ·and venture into the open
in the finest of sheep's clothing in
search of innocent victims of their
coarse, brutal or c~mmercial passion, devils not always clad in
masculine garb because the dress
conceals not always a masculine
form, what of deterrence in reading the horrid details of one exposure ' in ten thousand. of human depravity.
And what of
deterrence is there, likewise, save
to add one more feature of caution,
to him who, though he walk and
talk , and eat and drink, and
mingle, in fashionable circles, is
victim himself of the craze that a
degraded passion entails and never
wearies in his mitlook for the attractive girl of upprotected life,
what of deterrence, ~e repeat, in
the details of the Pittsburg-New
York-Paris scandal; to him. · Finally, there is, we grant, a certain
modicum of reason for printing such
things in our newspapers in that
the
''public-sentiment-forming''
part of the public is enabled to
crystalize sentiment to the advantage of judge and jury, defense or plaintiff, criminal or vieti m ( or his friends) and th us contribute something against a miscarriage of justice, for usually tlie
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Nearly all of the subjects disintelligent part of the public is a
jury whose verdict cannot be safely cussed were full of interest. Many
ignored. It must also be admitted of them bore upon the relation bethat these revolting tragedies haYe tween education and present day
a tendency to induce men and social and economic problems,
women to a more candid and a
Among the best sessions held
fuller discussion of conditions, as was the Round Table of State and
against theories, which confront County Superintendents, led by
those interested in the moral and Mr. Miller, cf our own State.
social betterment of society, · disIt is noteworthy that one of the
cussion that lays aside much of most conspicuous addresses of the
superfluous conventionality and meeting was given by the Jewish
deals with men and women and Minister, Dr. Emil•Hirsch.
with things as they are, discussion
A stirring talk was given by
James
H. Eckels, president of the
that goes after plain facts and d~als
Commercial
N ~tioual B:i.nk, Chicin them as material to theory, not
in theory as material to facts, dis- ago, upon the Financial Value of
cussion that will brin8" men and -Education. He valiantly defended
women in all relations of life to a the man who has the ability to
better understanding of each other's amass a great fortune claiming that
stro~g and weak points, each others it can be done legitimately _and
natures and peculiarities, each honestly.
o~her's why's and , wnerefore's that
Chancellor E. Benjamin Anunderlie human inclination and hu- drews, of the University :of Neman _a ction, till which why's and braska, lectured upon the Problems
wherefore's are better understood of Greater America. His treatthe more vital phases of social ment of our duty toward the Philipevil cannot be either wi~ely or hope- pines, especially, was very suggesfully dealt with , discussion, in tive.
short, that deals with the plain and
The Chicago Woman's Club kept
the practical, even if they run open house during the meetings,
counter to our training and our furnishing luncheon to the memhabits of thought an,d of speech.
bers every day. The club rooms
are spacious and beautifully fur-

Notes From the Chicag·o Meeting. nished.
About fifteeu hundred members
Mrs. Sarah Pratt Decker, Presiof the Department of Superintend- dent of the United Federation of
ence of the N. E. A . were present Women's Clubs, was present the
at thi~ years' meeting.
first day. Mrs. Decker will be in

14
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Huntington next fall, when the
State Federation meets here, so that
the people of the city will have a
chance to hear the most famous
Club woman in the country.
One of the most enjoyable events
of the meeting was the reception
given at Chicago C,ommons. Work
was going on at the settlement and
guides were ready to show guests
around and to answer questions.
Addresses were made by Dr . Taylor of the Commons, Miss McDowell of the University Settlement, and Jane Addams of Hull
House.
It wa,; a great pleasure to greet
three of our former teachers, Miss
Pope, Mr. Fitzgerald and Miss
Craig.
The two former are at the University whire Miss Craig is at the
Art Institute. All three are working hard and gaining much from
the year's experience.
The greatest benefit from attending a large, enthusiastic meeting
like th::it at Obicago is felt after one
reaches home, and has time to
think over and digest the good
things heard, to arrange and utilize
the material gathered during the
session. .
The next meeting will be held in
Washington. Only four West Virginians were at Chicago. It is
hoped that the nearer meeting place
will make a large delegation possible .

The Chicago University Elementary
School.
Th~ visitor to Chic-ago University , if he be at all interested in the
education of children, finds himself linge_ring at the doors of the
Elementary ~chool, anxious to see
the inside of the place long ago
made famous by Dr. Dewey. Like
all model schools it is always open
to visitors, but the co~stant comin$
and going of guests,
student
teachers and special teachers seems
to make lillle impression upon the
children. The work goes on without any reference to outsiders.
The School of Education building represents an expenditure of
two and a half million of dollars.
One end is d~voted to the Elementary School and is divided into
grade and group rooms. At the
begin,ning of each period the grades
are broken into groups, each one
of which is taken into a small
room, under the care of a spec-ial
tt:acher. These teachers are generally mature; are men and women
of fine education, tra,.eled and culturecl. They rank among the exceptional and draw good salaries.
The rooms are furnished plainly,
with less attempt at ornament· than
is evident at the Columbia University Training School. . A_ few good
pictures are 011 the walls, and a
few plants are in the windows.
Tlie desks of the children are
really tables; for the older ones

.
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there are those with slop~ng tops
containing drawers b:::neath. All
of the seats are swinging ·and look
like miniature office chairs.
The position of the children is
always easy an,d natural without
constraint.
In one room our attention was
attracted by seeing a pair of shoes
standing under each desk. A glance
at the children's feet for the explanation revealed the fact that
soft kid slippers had replaced the
shoes, thus rendering the footfall
noiseless.
General opening exercises for the
· whole school are furnished in turn
by , the differeot grades and vary
greatly in their nature. They need
not necess~rily be religious but
must be instruct iv~ as well as interesting.
A little paper is published by the
eighth grade which is made up
from material furnished by the pupils and is printed upon• their own
. press.
As everywher~, in the advanced
model schools, art work ar:.d manual training occupy a most important ,place.
The children do their own· il-lus. trating- and their map-drawing is
exceptionally good. In the room
for clay-modeling work was going
on. The pupils were obliged first
to draw thtir own designs, then to
work them out in the clay. Basrelief of ships and animals were
among the most ambitious attempts.
In the textile room was a large
display of baskets, woven mats,
tiny hammocks, and paper· furniture, ac•ually upholstered in velvet. The dyeing for the weaving,
is done in an adjoining room and a
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chance is furnished for a study of
the processes.
In the domestic science department the boys wt:re learning to
cook and to make sample tests and
experiments with cooking materials
while in the carpentr~ rooms the
little girls were using the plane
and the saw.
·
In the first grade a very pretty
little snow scene had been worked
out on the sand table, by the use
of cottop for snow a~d glass for
ice. Tiny people made of clay
wt:re sliding on sleds molded from
tl1,e same material.
To the ordinary observer it might
seem that so 'much time is given to
these classes that the traditional
school subjects must necessarily be
slighted. Some points taken from
the year book are worthy of note.
" The subjects of History, Geography, Nature-study and Matltematics appear in the program three
times a week in every school year.
Literature, Oral Reading, English
Grammar and Music twice a week.
The · length of recitation varies
with the year. The following subjects appear twice a week in the
school years named:
Facilities, four years, wood-working, five years, metal-working, one
year, clay-modeli1Jg, five years,
cooking, three years"
Dancing
lessons are included in the course
in Physical Culture.
Development is the first thing
sought in all departments, sometimes. perhaps, at the expenses of
the drill which is dear to the hearts
of som'e of us.
· The results are, however, remarkable. _The children think and
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reason and originate and reproduce
wonderfully.
A. fine illustration of this was
furnished by a little Italian girl
who had been in Naples at the
time of the eruption of Vesuvius.
At the request of the teacher she
rose and told the story to the class
without any hesitation or self-consciousness.
Her language was
beautiful.
In the sixth grade the children
were listening to the teacher as she
rtad to them from Palmer's translation of the Iliad. Their analysis
and comments showed a grasp of
the plot and a comprehension of
the poem which spoke volumns for
the teacher. The only ornament
worthy of note in this· room was a
life-sized statue of the Discobolus.
The work in arithmetic is based
upon every-day neeas and experiences; as far as possible . the problems are made up from questions
which are likely to arise in connection with their daily lessons, including cooking, carpentering, and
many others.
Last but not least, a fine lunch
room supplies hot, wholesome food
for the children at the noon hour.
The school hours are from nine to
twelve and from one to half past
two. Many, of the pupils cannot
get home for the intermission and
this arrangement is a great blessing, ~ince i~ does away with the
necessity of the old-time unhealthful, mussy, coldJuncheoµ.
One might spend days in studying this school and gain much
profit thereby. He might perhaps
disagree with somd of its methods
and question some of its theories,

yet he would be sure to find a vast
_sleal of material for future use.
The school is rich in suggestion
and presents many possibilities
hitherto unconcidered.

On the Watch.

It was Friday night and we were
one of our ''beats." (To be
held responsible for the protection
and safety of a building and its occupants means that one must not
trust to others entirely for reports,
He must go and see for himself .
And so with us. Sometimes in the
daytime, sometimes at midnig&t,
sometimes between midnight and
day, and at any hour between dark
and daylight and betwe~n daylight
and dark, we feel that it niust be
known that we are liable to put in
appearance in any part of the
buildings. ) It has been our universal custom to make at least one
trip through the buildings at night.
While this is usually at seasonable
hours, yet the wee hours and those
that follow the wee hours are often
opportune times for quietly moving
about to see whether all things are
in place and in proper . condition.
Sometimes we have run upon the
unexpected in one form sometimes
in another, while at others it is the
expected in some out-of-order condition that we find. The real
watchman always comes unheralded
and at the unexpected hour.
On ·this Friday night it was quite
early as desk-work had grown
wearisome.
Most rooms were dark and quiet,
and the dark lantern revealed
nothing seriously out of place in
most of them.
011
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Nos. 14, 23, 24 B, 37, 40, 55, 56
and 58 were, as usual, disturbed
with the sounds of the piano . or
voice under the stress of the student or teacher ''practitioner,' '
No. 36 was sendmg forth sounds of
oratory. The young men's debating dub was in session and Mr.
- - - was on the floor in the
midst of a somewhat carefully
prepared argument. It seemed
eavesdropping but we listengd a
moI1,.1eut to catch one of his points .
The dormitory was unusually
large number of still rooms while a
few seemed to be densely populated.
It must have been "visit evening."
No. 44, the Art room, was a
busy and interesting scene. Little
Miss Ada Spruce was gracefully
seated in a high chair on the west
side of the room, quite the cynosure
of all present. She was "posing"
for the art students. Around her
in a semi-circle were the Misses
Holswade, Miss Dillard, Miss Eaton, Miss Ogden ( Minnie), Miss
Ryan, Mr. Tomkies and Mr. Deitz,
everyone intently engaged on what
were decidedly creditable pencil
sketches of the fair little poser. In
derogation of his ,own effort Mr.
'l'omkies ventured the remark, not
wholly without truth, that one
might draw a very good picture .and
still not have it resemble the original much . But in all those before us one could readily trace some
quite acurate "Ada Spruce" features and outlines.
Prof. Myers was as busy as a
master among a thousand, helping
this one a little, suggesting a point
to that one, keo:ping in touch with
the perfects and defects of each
student's work.
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The walls wei:e hung almost solidly, in some places several deep,
with casts, paintings, copies and
with the products of the class, all
showing in a remarkable degree the
splendid growth in the character of
the work of this department.
It was the first lesson in "real
life," and an excellent pose, both
of bony while standing and of bust
while sitting was the giri subject
of the evening. But the face was
round, smooth, calm, the features
tinaccented by the lines of care or
sorrow, toil or years, the skin clear
and transparent in a degree, hence
these student artists were finding
it difficult to catch "base lines" so
to speak, lines and features that
steal upon the face gradually after
it leaves the 'teens, earlier with
many, somewhat later with others,
We have seen rooms in better order, but artists' rooms seldom in
better order, for attention to the
one thing at hand, absorbed, concentrated, whole soul attention,
this is the psychology that lies at
the foundation of art, for only masterful attention to one thing at a
time can bring out those details
that the layman fails to see, hence
the difference between art and
daub.
On the wall, the board, to the
rear were drawings of two horses,
one marked '·Toward the Boneyard·' ( he looked to us as though
he had already been there and had
fed on bones for weeks), the other
"Toward the Horse Fair." The
former differed from the latter as
angular lines differ from curved
ones. Just a few lines made up
each and the slight change from
angle to curve made up the differ-
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ence. Each was the merest suggestion, but there is a world in suggestion, a new world that is being
discovered in science as well as in
art.
It was a pleasant eyening, to
ramb!e among these artistically inclined people. One comes away
wondering why more, thousands
more, instead of the few do · not
find recreation, rest, delight in this
refining work instead of in baser
sort of evening exercises. One
comes away feeling that this department means much to these
young people, much to Marshall
College, for, for every artistically
inclined thought thus indulged nature realizes liberally in the way of
rest and :-efinement, and the human heart in the way of a noble expression of its diviner self.

Valeis and Heroes.
Goethe's famous · interpretation
of that cheap proverb, "No man is
a hero to his valet,'' ib so familiar
that it is almost safe to take for
granted that every one knows it;
but the truth in that interpretation
is profound that, like all other
great commonplaces, it ought to
have endless repetition. No man
is :a hero to his valet, said Goethe,
because it takes a hero to recognize
a hero. In other words, the man
with the spirit of a va!et finds th e
valet in all his associates; the man
with the spirit of a hero finds a
touch of heroism in his fellows .
Most of tqe judgments of men and
women which are uttered in conversation are worthless as estimates of character; their only value
lies in the lig ht which they throw
upon the temper and point of view

of the would-be judges. The wise
man never accepts the judgment of
other people about his fellows, except in those very rare cast:s in
which he finds a man or woman .of
distinctly judicial temper directed
by large intelligence, The w,rongs
inflicted by inadequate and misleading judgments are frightful
when one stops to think of them.
In every community there are men ,
and women who are totally mistm- ·
derstood by their neighbors because
some energetic and voluble person
has formed and conveved 'to the
community a misleadi;1g impression in regard to them. When one
remembers how the estimate of a
character affixes itself to tha t character and becomes accepted as a
standard judglnent , it is amazing
with what carelessness such opinions are expressed. The lack of
care on the part of so1pe people in
passing judgment upon their fellows-is so great that it amounts
practically to unscrupulousness.
No one should ever express an
opinion about another unless he is
willing to put.his uame to it, and
to have it accepted by the community as a final judgment based upon
tull knowledge 6f all the facts. If
voluble men and women would take
this attitude, the easy-going judgments which pass current in familiar conversation would cease to
be heard. It is well to remember
also that a man not only stands in ·
a position of the greatest responsibility to his neighbor when he
passes judgment upon him, but
that he also reveals his own spirit
and his own standards to any. one
who is keen enough to detect them.
A ·man whose judgments are generous must have a certain gener-
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osity of nature; a man who finds
the world full of mean people is
himself a mean soul. SocieLy, as
Goethe suggested, for the valet is
made up of valets, and for Lhe hero,
of heroes. Life is great or little
as we look at it; men and women
are ignoblE: or 'noble according to
our own inward nature. There are
two elements in every human life,
two possibilities in every human
career . The wiseman will not
shut his eyes to the two sides of
life; but if he is himself rooted and
grounded in kindness, good intention, and generosity, he will be certain to find a preponderance of
these qualities in those about him.
Our judgments of others afford a
capital test of our own condition.
If we find ourselves growing censorius, it is time to take account
of our spiritual circums tances, and
to ask whether we are not in need
of some kind-of spiritual re,m:Jy ;
the sick man never sees anything
straight or whole. When things
are thrown out of perspective, and
men and women begin to look morally distorted, th ere is some trouble with the observer, and he will
do well to consult a phys ician. The
man who sells himself believes that
every one h as his price; the incorruptible man knows there are some
who cannot be bought.
And even if the incorruptible
man were mistaken, his attitude is
eminently sounder and nobler than
that of his ignoble fellow:judge;
for men and women tend to become
what we believe them to be. Treat
a man with profound resptct , make
him feel that you trust him, and
you give him co-operation of immense immediate fotce to become
what he knows you think be is;
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distrust a man, and make him feel
that you distrust him, and you do
all iu your power to mak.e hin~
worthy of your distrust. Society
is lifted up, not only by effort. but
by faith. To believe in men is the
first step toward helping them ; and
this suggests the permanent limitation of the pessimist- the man
who not only believts that the conditions of men are bad, but that
they cannot be made better. It is
always well to see the worst and
believe in working for the best; for
this attitude combines clear knowledge with healing power.

"Expression Is Necess~ry to Evolution."
· The department of Expression
was organized, with its present curriculum, September eighteenth,
nineteen hundred and six. The
course comprises two years, or six
terms, of work. Growth in Expression depends up,m dai ly practice and application, therefore the
work should be taken in consecuti ve terms.
The first yt:ar sched ule provides
for one cla~s lesson. per week in
each of the following subjects, Expression, Physica l Training, Voict:
Culture, Pantomime. In addition
t o th e class instruction , each pupil
receives two private lessons per
week, making a total of six lessons
per week .
The second year's work includes
one class lesson each week in adva nced work in Expression, Physical Trai ning, Voice Culture, the
interprt;-tati ve study of a Shakespearean play, Dramatic Art , and
one private lesson. Nt:xt year
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there will be Ont: common period,
The department feels indebted lo
every two weeks , for th,, first a nd the faculty a nd students for the insecond year classes, ca lled the Re- •terest taken iQ the work. As you
cital Period. At which time, stu- evpect the best , we s hall try ·to
dents will read for the criticism of give you the best, and endeavor to
the instructor. Expnrssion is an make our work a living force in
art. Its ideab are high . Its th e college.
paths are often discouraging and
="""""""""""""""=
thorny, but to him thatovercomelh,
Recital.
it brings rich rewards and inspiraOn Friday evening, March 8, the
tion. Let the s lothful take heed,
and not seek to become an artist by Department of Mtt5ic gave its regutricks of vois:e or gesture. This lar student's closing recital. A
department wan ls faithful, hard large audience was present and all
working students, those who seek enjoyed the program.
to learn by trying L_a ggards will
There were twelve numbers:
not be made wdcome, and are not Eight piano solos, two conc.erted
likely to remain after they discover piano numbers and two vocal solos.
that the art of interpretation is not
The progam opened with an
a petty accomplishment that can eight~hand arrangement of the
be acquired in a few weeks.
"H.osamund" overture by Schubert
The work throughout the year played by Missec; Sharp, Tufts,
has been very gra tifying
There Fling and Nichols, pupils from
are si x students who will complete Miss Crunirine's class. The overture
the first year's work as prescribed was played in a brilliant and fin and will be prepared. lo continue ished manner The interpretation
advanced work next year. The was unusually good . considering
six are as follows: Lulu Cliness. that it was given by four players.
Inez Chambers, Goldie Bias, May
Following this number Bessie
Cokely, Hazel Lewring, Boyce Huey, a pupil of Miss Hayes,
Fitzgerald. H elen Carter and played very clearly Mendelssohn's
Esther Cundiff entered the class at Venetian Boat Song and Chopin's
the beginning of- the winter term . C shBrp minor Waltz. Miss Hayes
The students will appear at a also presented Nora Condee and
public recital durieg the spring Louise Hawkins in piano solos .
term.
Of these two young ladies Miss
The Pantomime Class, which has Condee is doubtless the more talalso given some attention to dra- ented. Louise Hawkins' playing
matie work, will present a panto- is characterized by delicacy of
mime, and two short plays before phrasing and beauty of tone-qualCommencement.
ity It may be said here that, as a
There are a number of students whole, the playing of Miss Hayes
registered for coachin g for debates, pupils reflects much credit upon
contests, etc.
their teacher: Technically their
Visitors are alway5 welcome to work is dean and well-pr epared.,
In point of interpretation it is
, classes.
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strong and sane; lacking entirely
Helen Tufts played the March
the weak parrot-likt · attempt t'o from Raff's D minor Suite, a piece
play with •·expression" so common never before given in Huntington.
in pupils whose teachers possess This was the mos t ambitious- effort
oply mediocre ability. Om· of the of the e,ening as the March calls
strongest points in Miss . Hayes' for strong interpretative powers as
teaching is her power to develop . well as for great physical endurthe individuality ot the student ance Miss Tuits proved her~elf
thus enabling her to. express her- quite equal to the demands of her
self and not merely to be an ec ho number with which the interesting
of her teacher.
,
program came to a close.
Two vocal numbers were given
PROGRAM.
by pupils of Mis-; Koehler. The
first was a song by Gilchri~t sung 1 *Overture " Rosamund"Schubert
by Mabel Reybould. Miss Rey- Mary Sharp, Helen Tufts, Clara
Nichols, Eva Fling
bould has jus. completed her first
term's work in Vllice. The second 1 (a) Venetian Boat Song.
Mendelssohn
vocal solo was given by Annie Er(b) Valse Op 64, ~o. 2 Chvpin
win. Miss Erwin has been htard
Bessie Huey
upon former occasions and her work
in this .recital was quite up to her 3 Thou Art So Like a Flower
Gilchrist
standard.
Mabel Revbould
The remaining seven piano solos
Chaminade
were played by Miss Crumrine's 4 Pas des Amphores
Ruth Morrow
pupils. The first of th ese numbers Ohamiuade's "P::is des Am- 5 Valse Op 8, No. 1 Moszkowski
Nora Condee
phores," played by Ruth Morrow
was very interesting
Miss Mor- 6 (a) Valse Op 28, No. 1 Henselt
row has decided ability in music
( b) Ballade Op 3U, No. 1
- Hugo Kaun
and her work upon this occasion
Louise Hawkins
was in nowise disappointing. The
Weber Concerto Op. 11 ( Last 7 Concerto. Op 11 (Last Movement)
- Weber
Movement) was played by Helen
Helen Randall
Randall. This number was perhaps the most pleasing on the en- 8 Impromptu Op. 90, No. 4 Schubert
tire program and Miss R andall's
Eva Fling
rencjition of it was unusually fine.
Eva Fling played an Impromptu 9 (a) Tell Me, Wbere Is Fancy
Bred (Shakespeare) de Koven
by Schubert and Florence Holliday
( b) In May Time Oley Speaks
Sinding's "Rustle of Spring."
Anna Erwin
Each of these numbers received its
10 Fruehlingsrauschen
Sinding
share of appreciation.
Florence Holliday
The well known "Love Dream "
Liszt
by Liszt was played by Frances 11 Liebestraum in a Flat
Frances Canterbury
Canterbury. Miss Canterbury played this with her usual seriousness 12 Marsch ( From Suite in D
Minor)
Raff
and deep feeling a11d to many this
Helen Tuft!l
number gave most pleasure.

'
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L_IL..o_R-------,G-A_N_rz_A_T_r_o_N_s.. .!._ _.
Z1:_ta Rho Epsilon .
On the evening of March 1. in
the College parlors , all the accessible members of Zeta Rho Epsilon
assembled. This will be an annual
meeting in the future for the purpose of initiating the first year students into the organization, electing officers, and . attending to an y
other business that may requ ire attention.

of the organization which is now
over a year old with a chapter roll
of six ty members .
The constitution was amended in
accordance wi th which "1 membership fee of 50c per annum will be
required.
For the officers for _the coming
year Mr. Albert Jordon was reelected president, Mr. Arth.ur
Koontz was elected vice-president ,
and Miss Alberta Cox was made
secretary and treasurer.

A programme was rendered, co11sisting of music by Misses Frances
Canterbury, and Shirly Robinson,
Virginian Notes.
and :i talk from Mr. L . G . Hoover
Most important event of the Soon the importance of - studying ciety of recent date was the election
Greek, and an introdu, tion to th e of officers for the Spring T erm. We
first year class into the mysteries chose for President, H arry E. PenXenophous "A 11 abasis."
hole, who has taken an active part
An assembl y of the gods and . in the society since he became a
goddesses on Mount Olympus to member, and was one of the suediscuss the Greek d '!partme11t of cessful contestants in the-last interMarshall College was an amusing society contest. He has the confeature of the occasion and a rep- fi dence of his fellow-members, and
resentation of the consultat ion of no doubt will rule with entire satthe Grecian generals for devising- a isfaction.
passage over the Tigris was carried
Boyce R. Fitzgerald was chosen
throug h with success by Mr. without opposition to fill the office
Koontz, Mr. Shumate, Mr. Hoo- of Vice-Presidency . He will, withver, a~d Mr. McNeer.
out doubt, with his two assistThe secretary, Miss Thornburg, ants arrange excellent programs for
read the minutes of the preceding the Sprin g T erm.
meetings and gave a brief history
Thomas J. Robinson, a very
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shrewd financier was elected treasurer; and when · his term _of office
expires, our Society will not be
lacking money for quite a while.
Sherley Robinson was' elected
Secretary. We predict that she
will be present at all meetings and
keep complete records of all our
proceedings.
Earl B. Gerlach and Mabel Jones
were chosen assistants to the VicePresident to help arrange programs. Their abilities have been
displayed on many occasions, and
good programs are assur~d.
Our President C . C. Davis, and
Treasurer Kyle Kinkead have bet!n
q uite ill for quite a while. We
sincerely hope they will soon take
their usual places in the society . .
This term of society work ends
with the society in better condition than ever before. We have
more members on the roll, now
active members, and more good
material than at any other time in
history of the society. We are
looking forward to the future of
. our society with much confidence.

pneumonia and will be unable to
return to ' his school work. Although he. has been with u:; only
this year he has many friends in
the class and school. We are very
sorry to lose him from our number.
We are very grateful to the
members of the committee, and
others who assisted in gathering
the data, to be placed in the - year
book, of the individual members of
the class. · It was a very difficult
task to gather the desired information from seventy-four members.
One division of the spelling test
on pronunciation was given March
12, We are glad to know that one
less surprise awaits us between now
and June.
Is there ill luck in number 13?
Our class officers evidently think
so for we notice all seats numbered
thus are vacant on chapel days.
Several of our members will
spend their vacation at their homes.
Among those are Misses Emery,
Stewart, Jackson, Canterbury and
Howard; Messrs. Henson and Vass .

Senior Notes,

'08 Notes,

We are sorry to note the illness
of one of,our best members, Frank
Grass. He bas typhoid fever and
will be unable to rt!s urne his _work
for some time He was our class
prophet for class day exercises.

George R. Moore has sufficiently
recovered to be able to go to his
home at Joseph''s Mills and will not
be back next term. We are very
s~rry indeed to lose-him 'f rom the
class.

1',yle Kink':!ad is also very ill of

At a meeting of

the· class held
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February rn, D. F . Moore was
elected Manager and Earl Wilkinson captain o'f our baseball team
for the season nuw approaching.
With such leaders ,;ve are assured
that the "Davis ,cup" will remain
with us yet another year,
After several months of arduons
labor, the Board of Editors of t-he
Junior Annual feel that success is
about to crown their efforts in the
production of the first Year-book
for Marshall College. It is taking
time and energy, but it will be well
worth the cost.
Just as Marshall patterns after
no other school in her ways of doing things, so the Annual will be
like no other except in those respects which are common to all
such publications. ·
The book will be just what its
name indicates, " Mirabilia.'' It
will contain single pictures of the
Faculty, the Seniors, and the Juniors, besides groups•of the several
organizations, the classes of '09
and '10, the Literary Societies, the
the Y. W. and Y. M. 0. A. basket
ball team, etc. About th~rty pages
will be devoted to Literature-real
Literature written by the students.
There will be histories of all the
classes and organizations, and a
miscellaneous department consisting of witticism, ads, and other
interesting things. We barely
mention the "write-ups" an the
Juniors, especially the meII?bers of

the Board. It will be a readable
book, not a dry enumeration of
facts such a<; one might find in a
catalogue.
The "Mirabilia" will be ready
about May fifteenth.
BOARD OF EDITORS.

Pr~sident, C. C. Miller.
Editor-in-Chief, G. C. Hamilton.
. Business Mgr., J. B. Robinson.
Asst. Business Mgr., J. B. Robinson.
Secretary, Eunice A. Riggs.
Associate Editors. Mamie C.
Spangler, Mary Donaldson, Sibyl
M. Ball, Nannie Davis, R. C .
Spangler, J. R. Davis, Clyde Wellman.

1910.
Just a few more days and the
winter term will be over. How
glad and yet how sad, we all must
be to have the time pass so quickly.
Let us work bdter this spring
and at the same time make the
school life pleasant for all who attend.
The class met some few days
ago for the purpose of adopting a
motto, class colors, and flowers.
"Facta non verba" "Deeds not
words" is our motto . Is not this
a good one? It is one which has a
good meaning, and one - which we
shall follow closely.
The colors adopted are old gold
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and garnet. We think these the
prettiest colors of all the classes,
and hope to have you think so too
when we get our penants made and
nave them displayed with the
others.
Our flower is the white carnation,

ample as yet." And what caused.all
the commotion? Only sonie of the
'09's of Miss Burgess' Industrial
Geography class, marking in the
coal areas of West Virginia. After
hottrs of labor the maps are finished.
How glad we are, and how proud
of our maps.

Some new students have already
come in for the spring term. Let
us give .them a hearty welcome and
try to make their school life a
pleasure as well as a benefit.

Between terms'' brings us a
tew days rest before study again.
We hope to hear of few failures
among our class. We belong to
the class of 1909! Remember?

Work faithfully and diligently
and by so doing we accomplish
much during the sping term.

Erosophian Notes.

1909.
Since the election of officers last
fall, we feel that we are one of the
most important · classes in school.
Before many weeks, we will not
have to say as we've said so hopefully in the past: " 'Twill not be
long until we are Juniors!"

It will soon be time for our baseball team to make its record for
good playing.

In Mr. Corbly's class-room on
any afternoon toward the close of
the winter term, ' C7: "Oh, how
good your map will be." "Mr. G.
haven't you too many oil wells in
Ritchie county?" "Let mt: see
that just a minute please" "Do~s
the Pittsburg coal extend that far
south?" "I cannot pri_nt well."
"I haven't solved my Algebra ex-

11

On February 22 an unusually interesting program was rendered in
the presence of a fair sized auditorium The most important feature
was a three-sided debate on the
question "For which will a man
sacrifice most, money, woman, or
fame?" G. L. Hively and H. P.
Tompkins debated the money side
in an interesting and forceful manner; Misses Daisy Tench and Mahala Crummett made excellent
speeches showing that man often
sacrifices both money and fame for
women; and the side of fame was
ably represented by R. B . Cokely
and R. C . Spangler. The fact that
two of the five judges gave their
decision in favor of the ladies is
ample proof that there are many
young women of our society who
can debate if they will.

Mr. Jesse Gordon 1 Mr. H. P.
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McGinnis, and Miss Elizabeth and the faculty on Friday night,
Raybould are recent additions to March 22.
our society. We now have over
Althongh the Erosophian so~iety
130 names on the roll.
has had an existence for almost ten
The election of officers for the years. No motto was adopted unspring term took place March 15. til the last meeting of the Winter
This was perhaps the stillest elec- term when '' Fabricando fabri sution the Erosophian society has m us, " " By building we become
known in recent years. Mr. A. builders," was selected as our
B. Koontz was chosen president watchword.
over Mr. W. R. Goff. Both of
these •gentlemen are loyal ErosoYM. 0. A
phians, and our society will always
On February twenty-~ourth , Dr.
progress as long as students of their Woods, this city, gave an interestcaliber con be found who are wi'll- mg
·
a dd ress , w ht"c h was v ery profiting to uphold the cause of Eroso- able to the Association.
phianism. Mr. R. B. Cokely, the
On the same day, at our regular
Stephen A. Douglass of the Senior
annual election, the following ofOlass, was elected vice-president by
ficers were chosen: President, D.
acclamation. Two of our popular
F. Moore; Vice-.Preo;ident, H. P.
young ladies, Misses Grace StewTompkins; Secretary, G. L Hiveart and Olive Rhodes, were nomily; Treasurer, John Foster.
nated for secretary. In the "battle of ballots' , Miss Stewart won and
On March tenth, we were visited
will add "Grace" to the official by W. 0. Schafer, State Secretary
staff of the society next term. Miss of' Sunday Schools, who gave an
Blanche Rogers, another prominent address which was helpful and inSenior, was selecte.d assistant sec- spiring·
retary. For treasurer the society
Our Association will be visited
chose Mr. W. T. Vass, whom Ero- on March eighteen bv Mr. Frank
sophian will find pleasant and gen- V. Slack, Y. M. C. A. Secretary
tlemanly on all occasions, and of eastern United States. His obespecially ~hen they offer to 'pay ject ,is to help perfect plans for
their dues. Mr. G. C. Hamilton sending delegates to the Niagara
was the choice of the society for Student Oonfereuce.
Reporter.
Mr. Charles H. l\uttle, of ParkIn accordauce with its custom ersburg, State Secretary of Y. M.
the society will gi\·e a reception to O. A., will visit our Association on
the new students, our sister society, ' April tenth.
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E. A. Wright's Engraving House.
1108 CHESTNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

We have our own Photograph Gallery
for Hal.f Tone and Photo Engraving.

FASHIONABLE ENGRAVING AND STATIONERY
Leading House for College, School and Wedding Invitations, D1mce
Programs, Menus, etc. Before ordering elsewhe1·e, compare
samples and prices. Fiue Engraving of all Kinds.

Some Students
Who are backward in their studies owe their place in their class to their
imperfect eyes. This poidt should receive due consi,leration in all cases where
the students progress is not normal and proper, steps should be lake:1 to settle
the question , This can ba done by having

The Byes Tested
To see if the trouble lies ther<!. If it does, then the s upposition is justifiable that g lasses should be tried.

H. E. EDDY, Graduate Optician.
Cor. 10th St. km! 3rd Ave.

Office Hours 8 to 12, I too, U:SO to 8:SO

Proctor's Portraits
Are the best made in this part of the Country. 25 prizes awarded by best Judges
in this country at best exhibitions of
America
HUNTINGTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
ALL DEPARTMEN'.rS NOW OPEN
BOOK-KEEPING, TELtGRAPHY. SHORiHAND • .\ND TYPEWRITING.

In addition to the above courses we give Spelling, Languages, Arithmetic , Commercial Law. Penmanship and bnsiuess Letter Writing.
OUR NIGHT SCHOOL affords an excellent opportunity for boys aud girls
who work during the day.
ENTRANCE 84:! !<'OURTH A VENUE.

W. A.

RIPLEY

PRINCIPAL
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HOLSWADES'
The Great Household Emporium for

Furniture, Carpets Rugs, Bedding
Selling Agents for

McDougal Kitchen Cabinets
Victor Patent Extension Tables,
Ostemoor and Sterns and Foster's
Peerles Mattresses

STREIT'S MORRIS CHAIRS AND DAVENORTS
THE MOST SATISFACTORY LINES MADE
EVERYTHING

FOR THE HOME

W. H. H. HOLSWADE·,
945 & 947 Third Avenue
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INTERIOR J OHN A. JONES MUSIC CO'S STORE 2JX140 FEET, 1ST AND;j2ND. FLOOR

NG
CH·1cvERI
n.

and Many Other

FINE PIANOS....

Cull or write for

f~lme;u:~b!s~~
0

KIMBALL

andOther

FINE ORGANS.

JOHN A. JONES MUSIC CO. Huntington, West Virginia.
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COLLEGE SHOES
For College Stude nts .
If you want the snappiest shoe shown in the city come
to us.

\Ve have combined style and wear in our FALL

S H OES, and we are showing fetching styl~s in Fashionable leathers that not only look R I GHT, but will g ive
you service.

McCarthy & Scanlon,
NINTH STREET SHOE ST.ORE.

You Need a Gas Stove.....
)Ve h ave them from $1.50 up. Gas Drop Lamps fro m '/,r.50
up to $6. Excellent for Student's Desks. W e make: Special
P rices to all College Students.

Emmons=Hawkins Hardware Co.
T HE

Prindle Furniture Co.,
The C~mplete Home Outfitters

furniture, Carpets , Stoves Etc.

•

THE FlRST NATIONAL BANK,
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Capital $250,000.00 Surplus and Profits $245,000.00
Deposits $1,350,000.00
J. L . Caldwdl, President. .
·

Geo. F. Miller, Vice P res. and Cashier

M. J. F erg uson, Asst . Cashier .

Your Business Will be Appreciated.

''Huntington's Greatest Store"

G. A. Northcott & Company
Latest Models.

Exclusive Styles in

Fall and Winter Clothing
FOR T HE COLLEGE CHAP,
More conservative styles for those who prefer such.
The man who wears our clothes is always well dressed.
926-928 4th Ave.
.

,

Hotel Frederick Block

HUNTINGTON, W . VA.

